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TITLE: Be Mine 

 

WRITTEN BY: Lachlan Campbell, Tessa Remsu, Kyle Van 

Rensburg, & Patrick Hill 

 

GENRE: Drama-Romance  
 

 

TONE 
ROMANTIC AURA | $15 
Inspired by similar films adhering to the 

conventions of the romance genre, 

Be Mine is intended to be a deep 

exploration of the seemingly perfect 

romantic relationship that is typically  

presented. By exhibiting a steamy,  

exotic passion through the visuals of  

Latin culture, Be Mine will slowly stray 

from the vibrant graphics of Europe,  

South America and the Caribbean, to a 

far more unspectacular representation  

of Melbourne. By presenting this vast  

contrast in colour and theme we will  

be able to show a visual representation 

of Evelyn’s experiences, going from a  

regular Melbournian to a far more  

culturally versed member of the community. 

 
1 BE MINE VISUAL TREATMENT – RMIT 2021 

Allen, W. ‘Midnight In Paris’ (2011), Sony Pictures Classics, USA 

Webb, M. ‘500 Days of Summer’ (2009), Fox Searchlight Pictures, USA 

Linklater, R. ‘Before Sunrise’ (1995), Columbia Pictures, USA 
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DRAMATIC TENSION | $10 
Although primarily focussed on the recreation  

of a romantic atmosphere, the narrative 

progression throughout Be Mine will  

also provide ample opportunity to present  

a much more dramatic and even melancholy 

sensation. As Evelyn and Adán’s relationship  

deteriorates a dramatic tension will present 

itself. This narrative tension will slowly build  

causing significant tonal and visual changes.  

The employment of a duller palate  

contrasted with a much more vibrant one  

can be used to achieve this to great effect   

CULTURAL CLASH | $5 

The vibrance of Latin culture contrasted  

with the grey palette of Melbourne, will  

ultimately result in a clash of cultures  

and colours. This contrast will assist in  

progressing the primary narrative through  

visual means. 
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Cassavetes, N. ‘The Notebook’ (2004), New Line Cinema, USA 

Lee, A. ‘Brokeback Mountain’ (2005), Focus Features, USA 

Guadagnino, L. ‘Call Me By Your Name’ (2017), Sony 
Pictures Classics, USA 
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FILMIC TECHNIQUES 
CINEMATOGRAPHY | $15 
To appropriately convey the fast paced  

and continually progressing nature of  

Evelyn and Adán’s relationship, subtle 

intermittent handheld shots would present  

a uniquely stylistic opportunity. As a result  

of the fluid staccato movement, spectators  

would be provided with the unique  

opportunity of peering in on the young couple, 

presenting a “fly-on-the-wall” visual aesthetic. 

Additionally, the use of mid-shots and  

close-ups would help provide a necessary 

intimacy between viewers and the ongoing 

action. 

MISE-EN-SCÉNE | $10 
Multiple components of Mise-en-scene  

within Be Mine would be used to communicate  

integral themes and ideas. A reliance upon  

props, specifically recurring motifs such as 

Evelyn’s novel and the Capucino cakes would 

further assist in generating explicit responses  

and understandings from spectators.  

Additionally, elements of Evelyn’s costume  

are also integral to communicating these  

specific ideologies to audiences.  
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Gondry, M. ‘Eternal Sunchine of the Spotless Mind’ 
(2004), Focus Features, USA 

 

Gondry, M. ‘Love Actually’ (2003), Universal Pictures, USA 
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SOUND | $5 
Be Mine will employ both the use of  

diegetic and as non-diegetic sounds. 

The combination of the two will be used 

to create the sensation that Evelyn and  

Adán are communicating over the course 

of a singular uninterrupted conversation. 

The technique we are employing will assist 

in progressing the narrative over the course 

 of the film, relying on subtle yet key  

conversational shifts. Ultimately, it will be  

the careful experimentation with diegetic  

and non-diegetic audio that will provide  

this effect. 

 
 

 
 

REFERENCING: 

Hibrida. ‘Coloured Patchwork Background’ (n.d.), Adobe Stock. 

Wirestock, Inc. ‘Vertical Shot of Black Wet Sand’ (n.d.), Alamy. 

Posterizer KG. ‘Koma Latin Font’ (n.d.), FontMeme. 
 

 
 

SYLISTIC CHOICES HAVE RESULTED IN A LONGER (PAGE LENGTH) 
VISUAL TREATMENT. 

Cooper, B. ‘A Star Is Born’ (2018), Warner Bros. Pictures, USA 

 


